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‘What is now proved was once only imagin’d’ 

from William Blake, Proverbs of Hell 

People cannot live in the world as it is. They have always imagined alternatives to it 

or created new, fantastic worlds beyond it. They have always been incapable of just 

reproducing that which is given and of accepting their place within it. Through art, 

religion, music, literature, dance, drama and fantasy, they have tilted their 

imagination against the oppressive givenness of the present and the compelling 

routines of their daily lives. Through their creative work they have changed the 

world and the history of the forms of human, imaginative expression is the history of 

human civilization itself. 

Modern industrial societies have given this process a distinctive twist: they have 

programmed it into the workings of their economic and political institutions. 

Through massive Research and Development budgets (R&D), great schemes of 

public works from dams to space travel, through scientific work geared to 

commercial ends and public support for the Arts, the political and commercial 

leaders of modern societies have channelled the imaginative powers of people to 

discover new knowledge, develop new ideas and to do so as a matter of routine as 

part of the daily requirements of their jobs. Creativity has been thoroughly tamed and 
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disenchanted. Its ultimate sources in the human mind may remain still a mystery, but 

that does not matter as long as sufficient numbers of those minds are hard at work 

producing new ideas, products, images, experiences and solutions. Without a 

developing capacity continually to improve in this way, no modern society, or any 

organisation within them, is safe from the challenges of intense, global competition 

or from forces that threaten the freedoms their creative vitality rests upon.  

It is surprising, therefore, that in the main systems of social and political theory 

which have shaped the modern world - in Marxism, Socialism, Utilitarianism, 

Conservatism, Liberalism and Fascism and in most contemporary varieties of 

sociological theory - themselves a product of human imagination - little was or is 

said about the phenomenon of human creativity itself. A major consequence of this is 

that we lack not only and adequate theory of social change and of history, we have 

also only an impoverished sense of the creative possibilities in every human life.  

It is the purpose of this paper to explore this proposition and its implications. The 

questions pursued are these: how can the imagination and creative powers of adults 

be understood, nurtured and celebrated? How can people contribute more effectively 

to the building of a better world? How can the imagination of people be nurtured so 

that they approach all the problems they face in their communities, in their places of 

work and in the societies they live in, in fresh ways? The answer to be explored is 

this: people can be helped to be more creative but only if there is a change in the 

prevailing cultural models of creativity itself; only if people are enabled to see 

themselves and the creative possibilities of their own lives in a different light.  

For that to happen, we all need a better understanding of creative activity, how it is 

possible, the forms it takes and, at least for the purposes of this chapter, of how 

people typically construct their own ideas about what it means to be creative. The 

paper presents some data which illustrate how five different groups of people (a total 

of 72 individuals - 47 men and 25 women) - all of them meeting to discuss creativity 

- viewed the nature of creativity itself and how they assessed their own creative 

potentialities. The data were not collected to be in some narrow sense, scientifically 

credible. The study was done to illuminate the typical ways in which creativity is 

understood in this society. It was to explore the prevailing cultural models of 
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creativity tacitly embraced by people and through which they made judgements of 

their own creative possibilities and the achievements of others. 

The groups were not randomly selected but emerged from the teaching programme 

of a university department of Adult and Continuing Education. Each group, 

following well-tried methods of syndicate work and group discussion (see Jarvis 

1992, Williamson 1992) was helped to articulate the views of its members about 

creativity. The groups were as follows: miners (8), nurses (14), Manufacturing 

Managers (12), Manufacturing Supervisors (19) and part-time adult education tutors 

(19). The individuals covered an age range from the early 20s to over 50s. The 

members of  each group filled in a questionnaire which explored aspects of their own 

individual creative activity and each group, through small group work, discussed 

several aspects of the problem of creativity to establish an overall perspective on it 

which they could agree with. The method is a good way to probe the views of 

people. While the data cannot be held to be representative of the prevailing views of 

people in the society as a whole, the interpretations they sustain have a credibility 

beyond the immediate context of the study and certainly open up questions for 

further debate and research. 

The key proposition to be explored is this: if people can be helped to a better 

understanding of the creative process and to recognize their own creative potential 

more clearly, then they will be able to develop their abilities, their contribution to 

their societies and reach forward towards a new sense of themselves and of the 

possibilities of their lives. What people do understand of these issues is not 

something they arrive at by themselves. They drawn upon prevailing ideas within the 

culture which identify for them the people whose works, ideas and achievements are 

exemplars of creativity and genius. The stories they hear about such people, in 

whatever domain of achievement, provide the narrative frameworks upon which to 

build their understanding of  creativity itself. Those stories are embedded in a wider 

discourse which encodes prevailing psychological and sociological assumptions 

about  how people are able to change the ways in which they think about the world.  

In this sense, the prevailing, taken-for-granted models of creativity within a society, 

which enable people to judge themselves and the achievements of others, reflect the 
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terms of whichever discourse is dominant. If we can understand this, then we can 

think of new ways to release the full creative potential of everyone. The tragedy for 

millions of people - which becomes a collective tragedy for us all - is that they hold 

such a diminished sense of the creative possibilities of their own lives that they never 

realize their full potential as human beings.  

 

Social Theory And Creativity 

In Marxism, history, by and large, just happens; it evolves through a sort of 

mechanical process of unfolding contradictions, not much dependent upon the 

conscious action and imagination of sentient human beings. ‘Men make their own 

history’, proclaimed Marx, but then added, darkly, ‘but they do not make it just as 

they please; they do not make it under circumstances chosen by themselves, but 

under circumstances directly encountered, given and transmitted from the past’ 

(quoted McLellan 1971:61). 

From the materialist perspective which is the foundation of Marxism, all kinds of 

human, creative achievement - in art, philosophy, law, religion, are merely part of the 

ideological superstructure of society, and a complex reflection of its economic base. 

It is not even clear how the revolutionary class consciousness of the proletariat, 

which in Marx’s theory provides the catalyst  for the demise of capitalism and the 

vision for the future, communist society, would be formed. That it could come into 

existence is surely a reflection of the power of human beings to think new thoughts 

and to anticipate in their hopes, new futures. Marx provides no satisfactory account 

of how this can happen.  

It is one of the tragic consequences of this that, in Leninism, the vision of the new 

society had to be imposed by the revolutionary vanguard. Russia became, as did the 

People’s Democracies of Eastern Europe, a kind of prison of the soul which stifled 

both revolutionary politics and all forms of human creativity. Of course, the 

suppression could never be complete. Creativity cannot be contained. Soviet art and 

music, science and technology and, of course, literature, spawned some of the 
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greatest achievements of the twentieth century. No one can ever know, however, how 

much more might have been achieved in a less oppressive regime. The historic irony 

is that the Party’s attempt to control creative work for ideological ends created the 

dissent among artists and writers which undermined it.  

In what Marx called bourgeois political economy, a tradition of economic and social 

theory from Adam Smith and Ricardo to modern writers, in which we would now 

include Hayek and Milton Friedman, history happens impersonally through the logic 

of markets giving shape to human behaviour. The related tradition of evolutionary 

social theory - in the work, for example, of Spencer - history evolves in a Darwinian 

frame of chance, in which selective advantage is conferred on those random 

adaptations which led to some groups being privileged over others. Looked at from 

this angle, creativity - and, therefore, change itself - is an impulse of evolution but 

random in its origins and consequences, something literally which is a matter of 

chance and of individual endeavour and achievement. 

For some writers, Max Weber, for example, whose views on this matter echoed those 

of Nietzsche, history is given momentum and meaning through the pursuit of power 

in which individuals and groups of people struggle for domination over others. How 

they imagine what they will gain by this or what vision of the future they hope to 

realize is not made clear. It is as if power was an end in itself and not merely the 

means to some other anticipated or imagined end.  

Among the writers on the lunatic right of the twentieth century, whose diseased 

minds spawned Fascism, with its nationalism, anti-Semitism and racial biology, 

history came to be conceived as an inevitable struggle for survival between different 

races of people, its driving force mystically flowing through the blood of a culture. In 

none of these views of social change is any special attention given to the ways in 

which human beings come to think in new ways or imagine new worlds. Indeed, the 

main thrust of them was to justify the suppression of creativity and to promote only 

those forms of it which in some way dignified the state itself. Soviet realism and 

Nazi art had this in common: creative artists were expected to promote the dominant 

ideology of the state and the party. 
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There has been much written in social and political theory about the ways in which 

different world views, ways of thinking and expressing ideas, can be shaped and 

influenced - by ideology, religion, mass communication, the actions of competing 

classes struggling for power - but no convincing account of the social processes of 

creative thought itself. Western social theory has thus given us history without 

imagination and a theory of social action which strips from people their capacity to 

learn new things and think new thoughts.  

Contemporary social theory has not overcome the limitations of its classical origins. 

Homo Sociologicus was indeed a pale shadow of a human being, trapped in the roles 

he or she is required to play, socialized to know no others and held in the iron grip of 

deeply internalized structures of rules, perceptions and modes of understanding the 

world. Cast now to the winds of post-modernist uncertainty, modern men and women 

no longer have faith in the old ‘grand narratives’ of their culture - religion, science, 

progress, reason - but that does not make them any more capable of  thinking fresh 

thoughts. It just leaves them uncertain and ready to believe almost anything. John 

Rundell (1994) captured the ambiguity nicely introducing a collection of essays on 

the imagination. He writes that  

The cultural constellation of (post) modernity appears to swing 

between the experience of open-ended creativity and the parade of 

manufactured images consumed by a voyeuristic, privatized public 

(p2).  

This is, of course, just a version of the old mass society theory with its implicit 

division of the social world into creative (and sometimes very dangerous) leaders and 

the dull mass of  the  people they so easily can dupe and lead. 

Even to those modern social theorists (see Crossley 1996) who build on the insights 

of philosophical phenomenology and attribute to human beings a capacity to think, to 

create symbols and build a shared, meaningful and essentially inter-subjective 

universe in which to live, the really important changes in the development of 

knowledge, culture and society, are the result of the work of the few, of artists and 

intellectuals, and not of the many who remain trapped in already-existing 
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constructions of social reality which have been imposed on them.  

Within all these traditions of social theory, it was always recognized that people were 

capable of utopian thought, but in the main, the utopias they imagined, were 

dismissed as mere ideologies, of no special significance in themselves except in so 

far as they mystified the more fundamental search for an objective understanding of 

social realities. Even within the traditions of utopian thinking, there is scant attention 

paid to the processes of imagination which enable people to conceive of the different 

worlds the aspire to. Utopias are therefore imaginative new worlds which have to be 

created for people to behold; it is as if it was not in their power to create them for 

themselves.  

None of these traditions, therefore, contain a credible theory of imagination and 

creativity. Yet they all require one, for in each case there is an attempt to understand 

how thought and feeling relate to action and how the cumulative outcomes of the 

actions of millions of people shape the patterns of society and of human experience. 

Without imagination and a capacity to hope and to invest our thoughts with feelings, 

in ways which confer meaning on existence and stretch the range of all our emotions, 

human beings would be indistinguishable from animals.  

The importance of a clear understanding of the processes of human imagination 

cannot  therefore be understated. It is the key to our understanding of the past. 

Without a theory of the imagination, we shall not understand how people experience 

their lives - their joys, sorrows, hopes and fears - or appreciate beauty or sense the 

sublime. And the exercise of the creative imagination - in art, science, politics and, 

indeed, in everyday life - is, both from the point of view of the quality of life for 

individuals, and for the development of society as a whole, what all our futures 

depend upon.  

Without a cultivated  capacity to conceive of different ways of organizing our 

societies, we would be condemned to live the lives set for us by dead generations 

past and we would, literally, have no future. Without the means to experience 

ourselves and our world in fresh ways, to enlarge the range and depth of our feelings, 

to enjoy the creativity of others, our lives would be dulled to a bored insensitivity.  
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One of the consequences of the industrial division of labour at the heart of the 

modern economy, as Adam Smith well understood, is that the lives of millions of 

people are reduced to the narrow limits of their undemanding work. Fantasy, rather 

than creative effort, then becomes the vehicle through which they escape it, and 

fantasy itself, packaged as accessible pleasures to be bought in the market place, is 

relentlessly commoditized.  

But not necessarily; the other side of what can be a very gloomy picture, is that the 

imagination always wins through; that millions of people are engaged in creative 

work - in their leisure, in their homes, in their communities. Millions more, through 

the media which can trivialize their dreams, have become aware of possibilities in 

their enjoyment of art, music, drama and in their sense of the possibilities open to 

them, which are far richer than anything  available to previous generations. What, 

then, is this capacity that people have to transcend themselves and to create? 

 

Imagination Defined 

Imagination, which is the basis of all human creativity, is a universal quality of 

human minds. It is a process of thought and feeling in which people explore the 

contours and boundaries of their consciousness, extend them and give expression to 

the new thoughts and feelings which arise in doing so. It is an inescapable, lifelong 

activity of the minds of each unique human being. The brain is its biological 

substrate but not its source. 

The forms in which ideas are expressed, however, and most of the resources for their 

expression - in art, language and science - are essentially social. They are part of the 

cultural order of a society and are altered and changed through time. The process at 

the root of all creation - thinking - is, as a prominent neurologists (Edelman 1992) 

has noted, ‘a skill woven from experience of the world ...’ (p174). ‘The acquisition of 

this skill’ he writes, ‘requires more than experience with things; it requires social, 

affective, and linguistic interactions.’ (1992:174). It follows, therefore, that a theory 

of imagination adequate to the complexity of the phenomenon itself, must go beyond 
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the insights of biology and psychology and embrace those of history and social 

theory.  

Since the ability of people to exercise their imaginative faculties is limited or 

enhanced by their education and experiences and by the kinds of lives they lead, 

there is an essential sociological and political dimension to its development which 

cannot be ignored. Vaclav Havel (1991), now the playwright President of the Czech 

republic, reflecting on his own creativity while imprisoned in Czechoslovakia for 

dissident activity in the 1980s, was clear about two things: first, that although he had 

unlimited time for thinking, he had not come up with a creative idea in months. 

‘Mental activity’ he noted, ‘needs outside impulses’ lest it become stunted (p58). 

Above all, however, he explained in another letter from prison, ‘creation is related to 

freedom’ for without that even writers  become trapped in the joylessness of being 

and lose their sense of their own creative horizons and possibilities.  

The starting point for a theory of imagination and creativity, has to be, however, with 

the fundamental ontological question: why have human minds become organized in 

ways which enable people, through the exercise of their imagination, to transcend the 

limits of their immediate environments and past experience, to be able to conceive of 

ideas which enable them to alter their world? The question is part of another: why do 

humans have culture? For culture is the resource which enables people to generate 

new thoughts and to express them in novel ways. 

The evolutionary answer has to be this: through the development of culture human 

groups have, over millennia, enhanced their adaptive capacity to their environments. 

Through an ability which is essentially linguistic, humans have been able to 

consolidate their knowledge in memory and to communicate it through the 

generations, and have therefore, increased their chances of survival through being 

able to capitalize on the knowledge and experience of others.  

In this way, human being do not need to learn from their mistakes; they have the 

mistakes of others to inform them and this is of profound evolutionary significance. 

For it means that individuals do not have to repeat the experience of their elders in 

order to come to know the world in which they live and understand its dangers.  
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It also means that human beings can develop specialized activities within the groups 

in which they live. They do not need to know everything in order to survive for they 

can depend on others to know it. This confers on human beings a capacity to work 

together, to acquire what Kropotkin called, ‘habits of mutuality’ on the basis of 

which, human society became one of the most complex and productive mechanisms 

of the whole of creation.  

Such a view, though analytically powerful, is still, however, limited. For it ignores a 

key element of human culture: that cultures constitute systems of meanings and 

symbols with a capacity, achieved through the minds of unique individuals, to 

generate new symbols, meanings and ideas and through that, to reflect back into the 

processes of thought and imagination. Culture in this sense is self generating, the 

property not of individuals, but of groups, whose cultural identities transcend those 

of their individual members.  

It is this self organizing, regenerative capacity of human cultures which has enabled 

homo sapiens to achieve, as a species, its evolutionary success. The biological 

residue of the process is the human brain, an organ capable of fantastic computations, 

insights, feelings, ideas and possessed of a completely unpredictable but vast 

capacity to generate new ways of thinking which are different to those acquired by 

people in the course of growing up.  

Because these ideas and new experiences can be communicated, human beings can 

incorporate into their private worlds, the experience of other human beings, both 

living and dead, so that the capacity of individuals to think, or to dream, is constantly 

renewed and refreshed. Human consciousness, as a consequence of human culture, is 

open and attuned to seek out new experiences.  

So far so good; but the ideas just set out only help explain the development of human 

strategies of survival - in finding food, defending themselves against predators and 

developing their technologies to live in their environments. It says nothing about 

other features of the human imagination: its playfulness, its non-utilitarian delight in 

novelty and its search for significance in experience.  
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The search for meaning in the events of birth, death and catastrophe, may be at the 

root of the universal, human phenomenon of religion. But culture is not just a 

reflection of serious issues: it reflects, too, the sophisticated - though in this case not 

exclusively human - capacity for play and forms of expression which celebrate joy 

and delight in completely non-utilitarian ways. Dance, art, music, sexual pleasure, 

narcotics, laughter and playfulness certainly have recognizable functions in all 

human societies e.g. in binding people together into a common identity, or to release 

tensions, but they reflect, too, a human need to search out the new, to live beyond the 

present constraints of their world so as to understand and change it. 

This human need is one which must be met both by individual people and by human 

cultures themselves, for it is linked to the overall adaptive capacity of the group and 

its ability to respond to changing circumstances, both from within and without.  

This cultural-evolutionary view of imagination gives us an account of the human 

need to be creatively innovative and of the capacity of the healthy, human brain to 

enable us to act in that way. Furthermore, it leads to two more fundamental 

questions, whose answers, insofar as there are any, define the scope of the field of 

the study of imagination.  

The first is this: why do different societies, cultures and epochs differ from one 

another in the way imagination is expressed? Secondly, why are individuals, each 

endowed with brains with this phenomenal capacity to create and to learn, so 

different in the use they make of their creative and imaginative potential?  

The first question is about the forms and content of human creative expression and 

the historical and socio-cultural traditions which, over hundreds of years, have 

shaped them. The second can only be answered through an exploration of the ways in 

which people are constrained in their personal development by their position in the 

social order of the societies in which they live. The constraints which matter most are 

those which are woven into the arrangements of economic and political life and 

which are reinforced by the prevailing views in a society about how the creative 

possibilities of all human beings are understood. Some societies - modern Japan is a 

good example - plan, through long-term investment, to succeed in industrial and 
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commercial innovation and have found ways to engage the employees of companies 

in the continuous improvement of their products and services. In many other 

countries, commercial and industrial innovation is left to the chance of the market 

place or to individual initiative. At the root of such differences are differing views of 

the creative process itself. It is to this that we now turn. 

 

Cultural Models Of The Creative Process 

Two, linked themes need to be considered: how does the creative process work and, 

how do people in different societies and cultures believe it works? What model of 

creativity and of the imagination prevails in a culture? It is vital to know the answer 

to this question, for we must understand what beliefs and values constitute the 

prevailing view of human potentiality in a society. 

Such fundamental beliefs shape how people are valued and how they value 

themselves. Ours, unfortunately, is a society built around what Pierre Bourdieu 

(1974) once called, ‘an ideology of giftedness’, in which it is held as a matter of 

scientific fact, that those who succeed in the educational and cultural realm, do so 

because they possess unique gifts, which the majority of people do not have and 

cannot acquire.  

It is this tacit, yet misleading belief, which, historically at least, has shaped attitudes 

among teachers, psychologists and politicians and set the agendas both of 

psychological research into human abilities and public policies in the fields of culture 

and education. Together, these traditions of enquiry belief and action, have 

culminated in the view that the kinds of social inequalities which exist in modern 

society which stifle initiative and creativity, are not only inevitable but are, indeed, 

legitimate. It is not a universally accepted view; it is a highly contested one about 

which each generation raises new questions. At the root of them all is the underlying 

question: what is the nature and source of human creative potential and expression?  

In Greek thought, these questions were raised through the study of epistemology and 
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poetics. Throughout the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, human beings were 

thought merely to imitate in some way the patterns of and forms of Nature. God was 

held to be at the centre of his creation so that there was necessarily a divine 

inspiration behind all forms of human creative expression. Faced with an empty 

canvass, medieval artists said a prayer. The eighteenth century philosophers placed 

reason at the centre of the imagination. Romanticism sought out the creative spirit 

and the poet’s muse. The Victorians searched scientifically for the roots of genius 

and twentieth century psychology has fully secularized the issue of creativity as a 

particular feature of human cognition to be studied in its relationship to different 

patterns of social organization and communication. 

In the closing decade of the twentieth century, we still struggle with the legacy of 

these interpretations. It is becoming clearer, however, that creativity is not confined 

to the Arts or to Science but that it is generic to all of the contexts in which people 

live and work and, in principle, at least, to everything they do. This generic model is 

not widely understood; it does not yet provide people with an account of their 

experience or open their eyes to the creative activity going on around them. It does 

not yet supply people, both those in authority - in work, politics or the community - 

and those struggling to change their world in various ways, with a model of practice 

from which could flow new ideas, solutions, practices, sentiments and hopes. The 

older models which too readily tied creativity to artistic or scientific work and which 

gave it therefore a rather narrow and highly individualistic frame, still hold sway. 

The emerging, generic model which embraces all that people do and is built on a 

strong collective frame to understand and support the creative endeavour of 

individuals, are becoming clearer but do not yet sanction profound changes in the 

ways in which we organize work, politics and community life.  

 

The Psychology Of Creativity 

John Keats, reflecting in 1817 on the nature of artistic achievement wrote (in a letter 

to his brothers) that the quality decisive to it was ‘Negative Capability’ (1988:539). 

He defined this as ‘when a man is capable of being in uncertainties, Mysteries, 
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doubts, without any irritable reaching after fact & reason.’ 

Modern psychologists who study creativity have much to say about the qualities of 

creative individuals are in agreement with him. One summary of this research by 

Tardif and Sternberg (1988) sets out their conclusions as follows. Creative 

individuals are said to display four key traits: intelligence, originality, verbal fluency 

and a good imagination. The are held to posses a number of cognitive abilities: to be 

able to think metaphorically, to be flexible in decision-making, to show independent 

judgement, to enjoy novelty, to think logically, to visualize problem, to escape 

conventional ways of thinking and to search for order in chaos. The style of their 

thinking is thought to be characterized by a questioning attitude and they are 

particularly interested in what is not known about something as in what is known. It 

is claimed, too, that they are willing to take risks.  

Creative work builds upon a sound training in a particular domain and rests on hard 

sustained work. Howard Gardiner (1993) has researched the creative achievements of 

Freud, Einstein, Picasso and other great men and women, including T.S. Eliot, 

Margaret Thatcher and Gandhi and claims to find that their creativity is related to 

their childhood experiences when most of them displayed  the qualities of  the 

explorer and the innovator. Creative individuals, he claims, organize their lives to 

heighten the prospect that they will achieve a breakthrough in a particular domain or 

field of enquiry. Creative individuals, argues Gardiner, are ‘self confident, alert, 

unconventional, hardworking, and committed obsessively to their work. Social life or 

hobbies are almost immaterial, representing at most a fringe on the creators’ 

worktime’ (1993:364). 

But their achievements are not merely the outcome of their special qualities as 

thinkers or human beings. Each needed the support of others, both in terms of 

personal intimacy and professional acknowledgement and each was fortunate in that 

their placement in time was fortuitous. Picasso and T.S. Eliot both worked among a 

circle of fellow artists who were themselves at the edges of creative endeavour in 

painting and poetry. Of great significance for Picasso was Braque and for Eliot, Ezra 

Pound.  They lived at a time when the main traditions of their art forms were at an 

end and avant-garde work was valued. Thomas Kuhn (1962) has made a similar 
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point about scientific creativity. Breakthroughs come when a scientific tradition - a 

paradigm - can no longer solve the problems of research and an entirely new 

approach is required. 

What happens when the creative breakthrough occurs? What has changed? The 

answer is clear: patterns of thinking and feeling change. The frames through which 

people perceive the world (or, at least, that part of it in which they are working) alter 

and new questions arise in their minds. Old approaches to problems appear 

inadequate. The cumulative outcome of millions of people achieving such 

breakthroughs in their way of thinking is that the patterns of understanding within a 

culture alter, transforming the ways in which people interpret the world around them 

and, through that, change their perception of themselves.  

From this perspective, creativity is a process which must be viewed in its 

psychological, social and cultural complexity. While no one would claim to be able 

to pick out the next Einstein or Mozart there is an emerging consensus among those 

who research this field that there are ways to enhance the creative potentiality of 

individuals, that elements of the process can be taught and that social organizations - 

companies, parties, pressure groups, schools and colleges - can be changed to 

enhance the creative capacity of  the people who work in them. To do that, however, 

requires a shift of perception from within both the organizations themselves and the 

people in them; both have to acquire a new sense of the possibilities before them. 

Whether they do that depends upon the kinds of understanding of creative work 

tacitly at work among them. 

 

Models Of Creativity 

How do people view the creative process? What is the prevailing model? These are 

empirical questions and in searching for answers to them I followed a well-known 

practice in the world of adult education of asking student groups their views on the 

matter. In a series of structured dialogues, we made an attempt to clarify what 

individual people felt their creative potential to be and to explore how people in this 
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society viewed the creative process itself.  

As already explained, six groups were engaged in the dialogue. The groups were 

made up as follows:
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Table 1 

Groups: Gender 

Groups Male Female Total 

Miners 8 0 8 

Nurses 4 10 14 

Managers 11 1 12 

Supervisors 16 3 19 

Tutors 8 11 19 

Total 47 25 72 
 

Each group had come together to follow a different course of study and agreed to 

take part in a half-day session to explore aspects of creativity. Following a short 

introduction about the purpose of the meeting and their agreement to take part in  it, 

members of each group were asked to complete, individually, a short questionnaire 

which probed several aspects of their understanding of their own creativity and of the 

issue of creativity itself. The questionnaire was designed to help them focus their 

thoughts on a range of issues which would later be subject to open discussion. 

Data from the questionnaires indicates a group of people who, whatever their 

occupation, are quite active in their leisure time. They visit libraries, concerts and 

plays; they watch television, cook and do household repairs. Five miners claimed to 

be involved in writing as a creative activity though none attend classes to develop 

this interest. Eleven of the nurses had, as adults performed on the stage and five had 

written poetry. Similar patterns emerged with the other groups.  From a list of 

eighteen activities e.g. writing poetry, designing buildings, dreaming up new recipes, 

performing on stage or organizing people to do things such as raise money, protest or 

strike, the top five categories to emerge for the group as a whole were: helping 

people solve problems, home decoration, writing and telling stories, cooking and 

creative photography. While music appeared as something people would like to be 

able to do, very few had attempted to be creative in this field in any way. Nurses and 

tutors showed an interest in public performance. The group as a whole contained a 

large number of people who are clearly organizers in their communities and work 
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place. But their creative activity is by an large private and concerned with home-

based activities. 

One of the questions asked members of the groups to rate their capacity to solve 

problems and think about new ways of doing things. They were encouraged to 

answer in respect of any area of work or activity, including their normal 

employment. What the replies indicated was that both men and women have a 

positive view of their own problem-solving, creative abilities. The responses to the 

questionnaires suggest that there are no significant differences between men and 

women in this respect or between the different groups in the study. 

Table 2 

Perceptions of Creative Ability: Gender ( ) = % 

 Very 
Good 

Good Not Bad Not so 
Good 

Poor Total 

Men 9 (19) 23 (49) 13 2 0 47 

Women 5 (20) 13 (52) 5 2 0 25 

Total 14 36 18 4 0 72 

 

Members of all groups had clear creative ambitions. Each was asked to list three 

things they would like to do but at the moment do not do. These were classified into 

six main groupings as follows: 
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Table 3 

Creative Ambitions and Hopes 

 Society 
and 

Politics 

Practical 
Work 

Educa- 
tion and 
Writing 

Music Painting Leisure 

Miners 1 7 5 5 2 2 

Nurses  15 10 3 1 1 

Managers 2 8 4 10 5 5 

Supervisors 4 13 11 6 7 10 

Tutors 4 4 17 11 8 4 

Total 11 47 47 35 23 22 

 

Neither the world of work or the public realm of politics  figures highly on any 

group’s list of creative hopes. Under Practical Work, people listed activities like 

building design, home decoration, landscape gardening. There was a strong interest 

in writing and in music making. The picture emerges of people nurturing hopes that 

they may extend themselves and achieve new levels of personal cultural enrichment. 

These hopes are private, they exist in the realm of freedom rather than of necessity. 

We can only speculate whether there is a widespread perception in this society which 

confines ideas about creativity to the realm only of the individual. 

One question asked people to list the names of six people, dead or alive, who are 

thought of as being famous for their creative achievements. A large number of 

different names were listed with  a few standing out on nearly every list: Einstein, 

Mozart, Picasso, Brunel, Faraday, Leonardo but also modern figures like Bill Gates 

or Stephen Spielberg. I classified the names and logged those mentioned by each 

group. The results were as follows: 
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Table 4 

No of Creative People by Group 

( ) indicate rank order 

 Engin- 
eers 

Scien- 
tists 

Paint- 
ers 

Writ- 
ers 

Enter- 
tainers 

Politi- 
cians 

Musi-cians Archi- 
tects 

Miners 2 8 (2) 5 4 9 (1) 4 3 1 

Nurses 7 (2) 7 (2) 3 10 (1) 9 6 3 1 

Managers 9 (2) 8 5 2 13 (1) 4 9 (2) 1 

Supervisors 18 (1) 16 (2) 10 4 11 7 15 2 

Tutors 9 9 15 26  (1) 17  (2) 8 13 0 

 

Entertainers were the most frequently mentioned group of creative people followed 

by writers, with engineers and scientists and musicians close behind. Politicians do 

not figure highly in these lists. There is a hint in these data that people tend to 

identify creative people in their own domain of interests and that the lists are 

influenced by the level of education of the group. Miners highlighted entertainers 

well known in popular culture: Gary Glitter, Phil Collins, Michael Jackson, the 

Beatles. Tutors in higher education singled out writers and highlighted names like 

Shakespeare, Hardy, Dickens. Manufacturing supervisors mentioned engineers and 

scientists. 

Debates among researchers about creativity raise questions about whether the 

abilities of individuals are genetically determined or substantially shaped by 

education and training. The members of these groups were asked to comment on this 

and a strong view emerged that although genetic factors had some significance, the 

importance of the early social environment and of education and training were far 

more decisive. There is little support among these people for a genetically 

determined model of creative gifts. 

This point was reinforced by their answers to questions about themselves. The 

creative gift model would lead us to expect that people would look back over their 

lives and see themselves as having been most creative during the early years. It turn 

out not to be the case. In each group, without exception, people reported that they felt 
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they had been at their most creative in the recent past. Some even said their best was 

yet to come. These are positive observations suggesting that people do see room in 

their lives for change and improvement and deeper creative fulfilment. 

When they were asked about the factors which  inhibited their own creative ability , 

both men and women highlighted the limitations of time, opportunity and ability. 

Shame or the fear of failure at completing a task were not significant factors holding 

people back. Several of the miners felt that the absence of money held them back 

from being more creative and this contrasts with the nurses who felt the key 

constraint was time. Such differences of viewpoint are a reflection of the cultural 

orientations of different social groups, especially different social classes. Access to 

the realm of freedom for miners requires money; for nurses, managers and tutors it is 

time that is in short supply. 

Each group was asked to break up into smaller groups to consider a number of 

different questions about creativity. These concerned the characteristics of creative 

people, how people can be helped to be more creative, whether or not different 

civilizations or periods of history could be said to be more creative than others and 

what would have to change in their personal lives for them to be more creative. 

These ‘grouplets’ generated lively discussion. The results were reported back in 

plenary session and further discussion followed. The exercise enabled some of the 

tacit assumptions people have about creativity to become explicit. They also revealed 

something of the prevailing categories and ways of thinking about these issues which 

exist in this society. If we listen to the language used to discuss a phenomenon, we 

can gain some insight into how that problem is constituted within a culture. 

All groups agreed that different civilizations could not be ranked in terms of their 

creative achievements. The groups who discussed this were emphatic. There was no 

sense of a glorious past - ‘The splendour that was Greece, the Glory that was Rome’ 

- to inform their thinking here. They could acknowledge that some creative 

achievements had universal cultural validity and importance but comparison was 

impossible. Each culture was unique with its own evolving capacity to be creative. 

One group captured this in the comment that ‘The Greeks were human; the twentieth 
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century is a product of the machine’. 

The qualities they all identified that describe creative people included the following: 

energy, persistence, dynamism, risk-taking and passion. They saw creative 

individuals as people acutely conscious of their own individuality with a willingness 

to be unconventional, critical and able to live with tension in their lives. The nurses 

group highlighted qualities like imagination, curiosity and open-mindedness. The 

miners highlighted confidence and played down the importance of hard work or 

education as important factors in the lives of creative people. The managers had 

acquired from their course some additional ways of conceptualizing creativity. They 

saw creative people as those able to ‘step out of the frame’ of conventional thinking, 

to be able to initiate a ‘paradigm shift’. The tutors, not surprisingly, place some 

emphasis on the skills and education of talented people; without a solid background 

in an area of enquiry, people could not innovate within it.  

One question asked people to comment on a number of occupations and rate them in 

terms of the capacity of people in them to solve problems in fresh ways and to be 

innovative. In all groups there was a remarkable consensus: politicians and civil 

servants, particularly the latter, were rated very poorly. It is as if the public realm of 

politics was run by unimaginative bureaucrats, a telling little glimpse into a facet of 

British political culture and social imagery.  

All groups were agreed that creativity is something that can be released, if people are 

helped and given the right opportunities. The manager group were clear on this: if 

certain barriers were removed - guilt, inhibition, fear of being under-valued - and 

more opportunities were opened up, through time, investment, encouragement and 

reward, most people could achieve more and think new thoughts. The miners made 

telling comments: as might be expected from a group whose own school 

achievements were poor, they did not see education as the vehicle to catalyze 

creativity. One was very emphatic. ‘People confuse intelligence with creativity’ he 

said  but noted, ‘some people can be thick as bricks but still be very creative’. Their 

concern was about opportunities to be creative - mainly money and time - and they 

felt strongly that if more of both was available to people then they could achieve 

much more in their lives. They took a dim view of the education system insisting, as 
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one put it ‘a lot are being left behind’ and ‘it’s going to get worse’. The tutors, on the 

other hand, saw learning, work with others and participation in creative activity as 

the elements of creative success.  

There are hints here that people perceive creativity through the subtle constraining 

lenses of their education, their experience and their class. There are gender 

differences at work, too, though they are not as strong as some might have expected. 

Both men and women have a positive view of their creative potential. They share a 

very similar view of the factors that inhibit them. From their discussions, it might be 

said that the miners placed more emphasis on money as a constraint than did others, 

particularly the nurses, who  were more concerned at their lack of time for creative 

work, but the issue needs much deeper exploration. The tutors’ responses reinforce 

the strong impression that in this society, class and education are good predictors of a 

willingness to be creative, especially in the areas of personal expression and the arts. 

What was lacking in all groups, and perhaps most surprisingly of all among the 

managers and supervisors, was a strong, work-based model of creativity. Their 

perception of creativity was very much framed within the prevailing cultural model 

of it which clearly has roots stretching back into nineteenth century Romanticism. It 

is about personal development, individual creative talent and achievement and it is 

highly focused on activities outside of the world of work. This may be a typically 

British phenomenon where the cultural divide between work and non-work is clear 

and a reflection of other distinctions bound deeply into the class structure, history 

and sensibilities of the society as a whole: the two cultures of science and the arts, 

the distinction between manual and mental labour, the hierarchy of artistic 

achievement from the merely popular to the serious and a strong undercurrent of 

individualist philosophy, often with a radical edge, which defines a strong boundary 

between the worlds of the public and the private. There is certainly something unique 

in the absence of any sense of creativity being tied to public political discourse. 

Towards A Conclusion 

There is much to be optimistic and excited about when the creative potentiality of 

people in modern society is considered. Modern societies are dynamic. Industrial and 
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commercial innovation, tied to the relentless growth of new knowledge is one of the 

hallmarks of economic life. In the global village, cultural diversity can be celebrated 

and more people can learn to think about their world in new ways than ever before in 

human history. The Arts have become thoroughly secularized and made accessible to 

millions. More books are being written, sold and read than ever before. In the 

developed industrial societies secondary and higher education are now a birthright. 

Modern organizations, both private and public, are structured to generate innovation 

and change. Millions of people have been freed from the drudgery of mind-

destroying work and are now able to celebrate that freedom and indulge themselves 

in whatever creative fancy turns them on. 

Yet there is a paradox. Millions of people still live dull, programmed lives and feel 

unable to act to change the circumstances of them. In the world of work, there is a 

relentless pressure to reduce jobs to routine tasks, to control  those who do them ever 

more tightly and to remove from people the guarantee of secure employment. Insofar 

as the modern economy breeds both inequality and high aspirations, it necessarily 

nurtures in those who do not succeed, a sense of failure, resentment and hopelessness 

which lead on inexorably to a sense of powerlessness. Just at the point when the 

realm of freedom could expand for everyone, the realm of necessity has become ever 

more restrictive.  

The people discussed here - with the exception of the miners who were about to lose 

theirs - all had jobs. They all display a rich quality of hope and are possessed of a 

strong sense of the creative possibilities in their lives. Their hopes were, however, 

highly individual; their sense of what creativity was did not really embrace the public 

realm which, were it to be different, could offer more of them the opportunities and 

the encouragement their further development required. Those in work complained of 

their lack of time to develop their creative interests further and few saw the realm of 

work as the arena in which they would realize their dreams. 

It seems clear that both the ability and the will exists among ordinary people to be 

more creative in their lives. Yet they feel constrained in ways which do not allow 

them to develop their potential. The model of what it means to be creative that they 

carry in their minds is in no way inconsistent with what social scientists have found 
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out about creativity. They hold to no false theory of giftedness. They acknowledge 

that people can be creative throughout their lives. They know people need support 

and encouragement to be creative. How then can their creative potential be fully 

realized? How can society as a whole benefit more from the resources of innovation 

of people? 

The problem is one of balance, between necessity and freedom, creativity and 

constraint. It can be pictured like this: 

Figure 1 

Freedom, Necessity, Creativity 
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It is as if there are contradictory pulls in the society that people experience in the 

immediate contexts of their daily lives and which, over time, shape decisively how 

people come to see themselves, the opportunities before them and their own creative 

potentiality. 

In Britain there is a distinctive twist to this tale. The balance between the realm of 

freedom and the realm of necessity is a changing one. More people than ever before 

experience their lives as open possibilities. They have found ways to free themselves 

from the older controls of class, gender and place and through increased income, 

education and leisure are able to attend more to their own personal development. 

There are more books, libraries, learning opportunities and in every town and city 

more films, plays, dance troupes, concerts and exhibitions than there is time in a 
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normal life to see. 

From these angles, Britain and other modern societies like it, would have to be 

described as lively and creative opening up to all who want them, opportunities to be 

creative in any way they dream of. People are strongly disposed to join clubs and 

societies so that the networks of what Gellner (1996) has called ‘civil society’ are 

dense and vital. There are horticultural clubs, art groups, poetry societies, book clubs, 

birdwatchers, rambling associations, model engine societies. There are keep fit clubs, 

youth clubs, women’s institutes, ex-servicemen’s associations and evening classes 

galore. There are churches, pressure groups, environmental groups and parish 

councils. Educational television has opened up a nocturnal zone of learning to give 

people access to almost any subject they ever dreamed of. 

The opportunities within all this for personal development and change, for the 

development of new skills and competencies and creative abilities has never been 

better. The problem is that none of this activity engages with the creative challenge 

of changing the society itself, its institutions, structures of power and the 

predominant modes of organizing its economic life. It is the constellation of 

constraint in these realms of necessity that limit what people can actually do. By the 

same token, of course, once this is known, acknowledged and acted upon - in work, 

in the public realm of government, in education, in communities  - much could be 

done to release the creative energies of everyone and expand their realm of real 

freedom.  

The central challenge which many have taken up in the field of community 

development and community politics, (see Smith 1994) is to enable people to reflect 

on what they know, share ideas, engage in creative dialogue with one another and 

learn their way out of the problems they face. Had the people who participated in the 

discussions which have informed this chapter been drawn from the worlds of 

community politics or radical political or environmental movements, their models of 

creativity might have been different and perhaps less individualistic. The paradoxes 

would still remain, however. People are creative. The modern, global economy is 

driven hard by the creative energies of engineers, designers, marketing managers, 

financiers. The world they are creating is nonetheless one in which millions of other 
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people are denied the opportunity and resources to exercise their creative 

potentialities. People can realize their creative dreams. But the society around them 

has to change to enable it to happen.  
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